
Welcome To Day 4



Comments 
And Debrief



Key Points For Me ...



•The Human Story is stories within stories within 
stories … 

•The complexity and detail is beyond imagining … 

•TCE is Experiencing EVERYTHING …           + 

•Each story is soooooo rich ... 

•The same story can be viewed from so many 
different vantage points (and is)



•The same story can be viewed through so many 
different eyes and in so many different ways 
(and is) …  

•With so many appearances to see and 
Experience in Inner Space and Story Space … 

•We all play important parts in a Bigger Story, 
even if we’re not aware of it … 

•Few things truly are as they appear on the 
surface …



If one story is so rich …

Imagine what it’s like for TCE to 
Experience billions of stories 
simultaneously!



By the way, this movie did not 
do well at the box office … 

Anyone have an idea why that 
might be?



A few more injections ...



“Wherever the mind goes, 
Consciousness is already there”

-Wu Hsin



“There is the material world formed of sensation 
and there is the instrument for sensing.  

There is the mental world of thought and image 
and there is the instrument for perceiving.  

Prior to both is That which makes both possible.  

It is already there before anything can happen.” 

-Wu Hsin



Star Trek: Deep Space 9 - Repeated



Not knowing what’s going to 
happen is key to maximum 
enjoyment of any story ...

Including The Human Story



Even though we tend to dislike 
the unknown and would prefer 
to know what’s going to happen 
in advance ...

Under the influence of a story 
called …

Fear …



The Art Of Storytelling
“The Inner Journey”



You have an "outer" journey 
at The Story Level that’s in 
motion right now ...

We all do, to one degree or 
another  ...



Many characters …

But not all …

Have an Inner Journey too …



Your inner journey might be ...

1. The inner journey from identity to essence 
for “your” character at the story level …

2. A parallel inner journey from now into 
Ultimate Freedom Awakening in your story …

3. Both simultaneously …



Therefore …

Based on what you now know …

There could be 3 tracks running in 
“your” story simultaneously …



Outer Journey At The Story Level

Inner Journey At The Story Level

Ultimate Freedom Awakening At The Truth Level



Heroes Journey Handout



From the TV show “Remington Steele”



“Take everything away until all that is left is you.

Then take you away and the abode of happiness 
reveals itself.”

- Wu Hsin 



Here’s what 
we’ve been 
building 
towards ...



True Creative Essence Wrote And Is  
Total Immersion Reading “Your” Story 

When You’re Aware …

When you’re not aware, the “book” is closed ...



Repeated for emphasis ...



When you’re not aware, the “book” is closed ...

True Creative Essence Wrote And Is  
Total Immersion Reading “Your” Story 

When You’re Aware …



Recall now your experience of reading 
the Harlen Coben chapter ...

What happens when you “read”?

Hmmmm ...





The Human Story is about True 
Creative Essence …

Playing, exploring and expressing 
Itself creatively ...



Through writing stories about 
billions of …

“What would happen if?” Human 
Game scenarios ... 

Then Total Immersion Reading 
them ...



Experiencing everything that 
appears in Inner Space and 
Story Space ...

As all the stories unfold ...



• For all characters, living things, and “inanimate’ objects, 
no matter what shape they take 

• In the so-called past, present and future 

• On all the planets 

• In all the Universes 

• On all the planes 

• In all the dimensions 

• Visible and invisible to us ...



Plus, I’m sure zillions of other 
adventures we can’t even guess 
at or conceive of!



It’s all about total 
immersion “stories” ...







In Phase 3, as True Creative Essence 
Total Immersion Reads your story ...

“You” experience being the Total 
immersion Reader too …

Instead of “just” being the Hero …



Repeated for emphasis ...



In Phase 3, as True Creative Essence 
Total Immersion Reads your story ...

“You” experience being the Total 
immersion Reader too …

Instead of “just” being the Hero …



What is Ultimate Freedom?



You already know, but let’s 
hammer it home



Ultimate Freedom ...



Is ...



Perceiving everything that appears 
in Inner Space and Story Space ...

Like you now perceive the reading 
of a great novel ...



Except “you” get the total 
immersion benefits ...



Repeated for emphasis ...



Ultimate Freedom is ...



Perceiving everything that appears 
in Inner Space and Story Space ...

Like you now perceive the reading 
of a great novel ...



Except “you” get the total 
immersion benefits ...



Thoughts
Feelings

Sensations

Personalities
Watching and 
Commenting

True Creative Essence
Total Immersion Read 

“Your” Story

“I Thoughts”

“Focus Point” Is Here

While “You”...



Ultimate Freedom is you 
Being The Reader of your 
story …

The Total Immersion Reader 
of your story …



Repeated for emphasis ...



Ultimate Freedom is you 
Being The Reader of your 
story …

The Total Immersion Reader 
of your story …



Repeated for emphasis 
one more time ...



Ultimate Freedom is you 
Being The Reader of your 
story …

The Total Immersion Reader 
of your story …



A shift takes place …

A movement away from experiencing 
yourself as only the character/hero …

Toward Experiencing that who you 
really are is The Author,  the 
character/hero, and the Total 
Immersion Reader of “your” story …



Experiencing it …
All the time, no matter what’s 
appearing …

Not simply understanding it 
intellectually …

And being able to say it to others …



Repeated for emphasis ...



A shift takes place …

A movement away from experiencing 
yourself as only the character/hero …

Toward Experiencing that who you 
really are is The Author,  the 
character/hero, and the Total 
Immersion Reader of “your” story …



Experiencing it …
All the time, no matter what’s 
appearing …

Not simply understanding it 
intellectually …

And being able to say it to others …







Everything … 

Down to the smallest detail 
of the smallest appearance …



That’s the ultimate 
gold at the end of 
the spiritual rainbow 

My bias shows me ...



When The Total Immersion 
Reader Awakens …
• No matter what appears, the Relationship to …

• And Experience of it …

• Changes dramatically …

• If a journey from identity to Essence also appears …

• That unfolding is Total Immersion Read too …

• As the box dissolves …

• As the straitjacket is removed …



In a Phase 3 Story …
• There doesn’t need to be any power anymore … 

• In anything that limits, restricts or affects you … 

• In anything you eat, drink, wear, or have around you 

• There can be … 

• If TCE shapes itself into power being there … 

• Which only happens … 

• If it Truly creates games that are fun and supportive …



The hero of “your” story is always 
fictional …

Always illusory …

But it’s allowed to appear “real 
enough” ...



Just like characters in 
novels and movies ...



To make experiencing a 
great story possible ...



In Great Stories You Love ...

•You identify with and are bonded to the main character 

•But you’re not them  

•You know you’re not them 

•You have thoughts and feelings about the unfolding 
story that come and go quickly as you flip the pages 

•Little in the story is dwelled upon after it happens 

•Because you know it’s just a story



The same thing happens 
with “your” story in 
Ultimate Freedom ...



• You don’t try to change anything in a story you read ...  

• Because you know you can’t 

• You may have occasional thoughts you wish you could change 
things, but they zip in and out quickly 

• You don’t really think about, or worry about, the future of the 
characters 

• If there’s any thought or concern, it appears and disappears 
quickly 

• You keep turning the pages and the story moves relentlessly 
forward



The same thing happens 
with “your” story in 
Ultimate Freedom ...



•If there’s “pain,” “hardship” or “suffering” in a 
story you read ... 

•Difficult scenes for you to experience ... 

•You experience and feel it deeply ... 

•But it passes quickly as the story unfolds 

•And you don’t dwell on it



The same thing happens 
with “your” story in 
Ultimate Freedom ...



You have no control over anything in 
a story you read or watch ...

You know it ...

And it’s not a problem

You just sit back and enjoy the 
story!



The same thing happens 
with “your” story in 
Ultimate Freedom ...



In a story you love ...

You just deal with the details the 
author “spoon feeds” you …

You don’t ask the author questions or 
go looking for additional information 
about the story or characters ...



And that’s just fine!



The same thing happens 
with “your” story in 
Ultimate Freedom ...





The consistent 
Experience of 
Ultimate Freedom

How does/will it Awaken?



The heaviest 
lifting has already 
happened and is 
continuing now ...



In Order For Ultimate 
Freedom To Fully Awaken ...

3 things must happen ...



The Magic Trick must be revealed 
and The Truth Virus must be 
introduced into The Mind Machine 
and be fully deployed ...

1.



Inner Space must de-congest 
enough so The Truth of what’s 
actually going on can be Seen …

2.

The use of the Phase 2 tools for 
multiple years appeared to do 
that for the Robert character ...



Mind Machine stories must separate 
from pure, raw experience ...

3.

So The Truth can be clearly and 
consistently Seen and Experienced



Revisiting ...



Viruses in the body and on computers can 
spread quickly, but they still take time to 
have full impact ...

It’s the same with The Truth Virus, although 
it can take quite a bit longer to work its 
particular form of magic



No matter how long it takes, The Truth 
Virus works its way through the data 
stored in the Mind Machine database …

Selectively deleting and altering files ...



The Truth Virus also works its way through 
the programs and algorithms in The Mind 
Machine ...

Deleting programs, re-writing programs, 
installing new programs, and altering 
algorithms ...



It probably won’t surprise you to 
discover that through this 
Experience …

You’ve already received numerous 
“injections” of an extremely 
potent strain of The Truth Virus ...

Therefore, The Truth Virus has 
already been introduced into your 
Mind Machine!



Until now, The Mind Machine has been 
running on its own …

On autopilot …

Performing its magic trick on everything 
appearing in Inner Space and Story Space ...



You’ve been mesmerized by the output, the 
bonded stories …

You’ve been accepting the stories and the 
positive and negative dynamics as true ...

Until now, you never took a close look at 
what was actually happening ...



You never questioned the accuracy of the 
stories told by The Mind Machine ...

So, just by discovering what you’ve discovered 
so far, two things are happening ...



First, the database of The Mind Machine is 
changing …

It now has data that was never there before …

And, ironically, it now also has an explanation 
of how “it” works ...



Because The Mind Machine always scans its 
database when attempting to answer the 3 
questions that drive it ...

The simple introduction of what you’ve 
discovered so far can create massive changes 
in how The Mind Machine operates ...



Second, as a result of new data being added to 
The Mind Machine’s database, and the continued 
operation of The Truth Virus ...

Programs and algorithms in The Mind Machine 
are being added, deleted, and re-written ...



Therefore, when The Mind Machine 
observes things appearing in Inner 
Space and Story Space ...

It will start answering its questions 
and responding differently …



Or not engaging at all …



Repeated for emphasis ...



The Mind Machine may not 
engage at all …

In situations where it was 
once very intrusive …



All journeys into Ultimate Freedom are unique, but there tends to 
be several common steps that are taken as The Truth Virus does its 
work and a bridge is built from Point A to Point B ... 

As lies, illusions, and stories are converted into a direct Experience 
of Truth ...

“A” “B”



The steps are:

1. Introduction Of  The Truth Virus
2. Destabilization Of  The Mind Machine
3. Adaptation
4. Stabilization Of  The Mind Machine
5. Ultimate Freedom 

Let’s look at each of the steps individually ...



Introduction Of 
The Truth Virus



Odds are, you would not be here if 
TCE didn’t want The Truth Virus to 
be introduced into your “system” ...

So, the odds are, it has already 
been introduced ...



Destabilization Of 
The Mind Machine



As The Truth Virus works its way through The 
Mind Machine, many things can appear ... 

You could think of The Mind Machine as being 
“unstable” during this phase ...



In case the virus metaphor doesn’t work as well for 
you, let me share two more metaphors to illustrate 
what I mean by “unstable” ... 

First, I’ll share the metaphor of a ceiling fan ...



+



The Mind Machine is like the 
fan ...

And The Truth Virus is like 
the stick ...



Second, I’ll share the metaphor of an assembly line in 
an automobile factory ...

+



Think of  The Mind Machine as the 
mechanism propelling the mechanical 
platform ...

And The Truth Virus as the disruptive 
objects!



The key here is that neither the fan nor the assembly 
line would stop working immediately once disturbed ... 

The sticks and objects would disrupt the normal 
operation, and if the disruption continued, over time, 
it would then stop operations completely ... 

The Truth Virus works in a similar way!



Let’s take a closer, visual look 
at the destabilization stage ...



“War Games”



Here’s one potent example 
from The Robert Story ...



• Robert was built to be a “Doer” 

• Confidence and trust were built in his intelligence, skill, ingenuity, 
resourcefulness, creativity, and problem solving ability ... 

• That confidence and trust were only Mind Machine programs ... 

• In order for Ultimate Freedom to fully Awaken, those programs 
had to be deleted … 

• At the story level, that took the shape of blocking every attempt 
“Robert” made to “do” ... 

• And making “good things” happen when he was merely Reading the 
story without “doing” anything “himself” ...



The Mind Machine 
had no choice but 
to give up and 
surrender …

Until, as it 
appeared …



After The Truth Virus has de-stabilized The 
Mind Machine, when it asks the 3 questions, 
the answers:

1. Don’t come lightning fast 

2. Stutter and fluctuate 

3. Will be different  

4. Will be more complicated



The Adaptation Stage



In the Adaptation stage ...
• The old way of operating is 

“dead” 

• A new way of operating has 
been born 

• Like a baby taking its first 
steps, that “new way” isn’t 
stable on its feet yet 

• But the baby is beginning to 
“walk” ...



Using emotions as an example … 

When The Mind Machine operated the “old way” on 
autopilot ... 

It would observe an energy movement in Inner Space ... 

Buzz-whirr, and say ... 

“This is anger and it feels bad”



In the Adaptation Stage, you 
might see thoughts like these 
appear in Inner Space ...



“This is anger and it feels bad” 

“No, wait a minute, maybe that’s not true” 

“Maybe it’s just a movement of energy and it feels fine” 

Or …

“This is just energy moving in a unique way” 

“No, I’m not sure about that” 

“It still seems like anger that feels bad”



Or …

“You really made me angry when you said ____” 

“Wait a minute.  Am I really angry?” 

Or …

“I’m feeling really sad today” 

“Sad? Is that really what I’m feeling?” 

“What’s the pure, raw experience without the story”?



Or, the final example …

“What is this”?
 
“I don’t know for sure 
anymore!”

You get the idea



Why does The Mind Machine 
“de-stabilize” and then adapt?

4 reasons ...



1. It creates great stories!  

2. There’s new data in The Mind Machine’s database  

3. The Mind Machine programs and algorithms have 
been changed dramatically  

4. The Mind Machine has been disrupted and is 
struggling to come up with new rules and formulas 
to operate by so it can return to operating on 
autopilot again (as it appears at The Story Level)



If you think of The Mind Machine for a moment as 
if it were a person, you might say that when it was 
running the “old way,” it was confident ... 

And now it’s not ...

Now it’s “insecure” about the answers to the 3 
questions ...



Key Point

The Mind Machine 
observes everything 
that appears in Inner 
Space ... 

Including itself!        +



Knowing what you now know, this too can be 
quite humorous to observe ... 

As The Mind Machine buzzes, whirrs, destabilizes, 
and recycles its own destabilization as it adapts ... 

It can actually appear to feel disorienting, surreal, 
or uncomfortable to YOU ...



If that appears, you have 
the opportunity to observe 
it …  

Do your best to See The 
Truth of what’s going on ... 

And ride the waves of 
change, knowing it’s just a 
stage that will pass ...

Bear with the 
language …



It may also appear as if The Mind Machine is 
fighting The Truth Virus ... 

Trying to retain the status quo … 

Or resisting The Truth Virus … 

If it appears that way, it’s just an illusion ... 

It’s not what’s really happening



As old appearances and characters 
begin to dissolve or disappear …



You may experience something 
you would have once called “fear,” 
“panic” or “disorientation” …



Wizard Of Oz



Another thing that can appear during this phase is 
that you can feel like The Mind Machine is your 
enemy ... 

Is against you ... 

Or is intentionally trying to drive you crazy or keep 
you from Experiencing Ultimate Freedom ... 

None of that is True



If you’ve studied a lot about 
the “ego” ...

Much has been written about 
the ego fighting to survive or 
resisting attempts to “kill it”  ...



I call it The Mind Machine because it operates like a 
machine ... 

It’s not a person ...

It has no wants, desires, goals, or intentions, 
malicious or kind ...

It’s not for you or against you … 

It has no “survival instinct” …



It just does what it 
was designed to do!



The Stabilization Stage



After passing through the Adaptation 
stage, The Mind Machine stabilizes ...



In general, it will begin to operate 
in one or both of these ways:

1. Buzz, whirr and output The Truth 
about what’s appearing …  

2. Not buzz, whirr or engage at all

+



When The Mind Machine operated the “old way,” it 
observed pure, raw emotional experiences in Inner 
Space ... 

Buzzed and whirred, created stories about them, and 
bonded the stories to the pure, raw experiences ... 

In the Stabilization phase, The Truth Virus has made 
so many modifications to The Mind Machine, that 
what appears in Inner Space changes in HUGE ways ...



During the final segments of 
the Stabilization Stage …

It’s likely that additional waves 
of Experience will ripple out ...



The ripples may take the shape of 
additional questions asked by The 
Mind Machine ... 

There are many variations of how this 
dynamic can appear, but in general, it 
will be something like this ...



“I feel like a stranger in a strange land” 

“Ultimate Freedom is awake in ‘my’ story, but everyone 
around me … friends, family, business associates … is 
perceiving and talking about things the old way” 

“What do I do about this? What do I say to them?” 

“How do I respond when they ask me what I think or how 
I feel about things?”  

“How do I respond when they’re surprised I’m not getting 
angry, hurt, embarrassed, or frustrated like I used to?”



Or …

“Shouldn’t I tell everyone about this?  

If I could save them from experiencing all the 
pain of lies, illusions and stories and The Mind 
Machine, especially my friends and family, I 
should”



For all questions and appearances 
like that, here’s what to keep in 
mind ...



• At the story level, it’s just the Mind Machine appearing to 
reorganize its files in response to the work of The Truth 
Virus …  

• The feeling of being an alien, different, isolated, etc., will 
pass … 

• The feeling of wanting to help “awaken” others will likely 
pass too (it’s not “your” job) although you may appear to 
help others …  

• There are many easy ways to describe your thoughts and 
feelings to others once Ultimate Freedom awakens … 
(if you want to)                                 +



• Feel free to share this with 
others, but know that it may be 
resisted or rejected …  

• All of this will take care of itself 
as time passes, the pages get 
turned, and your story unfolds









As The Truth Virus 
Does Its Work …
•You may notice times when it seems like …

•There’s no “point” to doing anything …

•You have no motivation to do anything …

•Everything seems stupid and empty …



If That Appears …
• It’s just a phase 

• It’s just a stage 

• It doesn’t last 

• It’s just part of The Truth Virus Destabilization and 
Adaptation steps 

• It WILL pass 

• Life in Phase 3 could not be more opposite to how 
experiences like that may seem



During The Adaptation 
Stage …



Thoughts
Feelings

Sensations

Personalities
Watching and 
Commenting

“Total Immersion  
 Reader”

“I Thought(s)”

The Focus Can Seem To Be Here

When It’s Really Here



“The Blind Date Exercise”



“Blind Date” Instructions

•Choose A Partner You Know The Least 

•You’ll Rotate Roles 

•One Will Wear A Blindfold 

•The Other Will Be “The Guide”



The “Blind Date” …
The Guide Has 2 Jobs: 

1.Help Your Date Discover And Experience 
More About The World
2.Take Great Care Of Them

20 Minutes Per Partner



Blind Date Debrief



As The Truth Virus continues its 
work, Experiences then move 
into the final Stage …



Ultimate Freedom

With the Total 
Immersion Reader 
Awake and locked 
into place  …



Remember ...



Ultimate Freedom is 
not about living The 
Mind Machine’s 
perfect fantasy life ...

Or having everything 
“you” would ask a 
Magic Genie for …



Ultimate Freedom is 
not about content ...



Ultimate Freedom is about 
how Inner Space And Story 
Space content is ...

 Perceived and Experienced



Repeated for emphasis ...



Ultimate Freedom is 
not about content ...



Ultimate Freedom is about 
how content is ...

 Perceived and Experienced



Content In 
Inner Space

How is it being Perceived?

Content In 
Story Space



Thoughts
Feelings

Sensations

Personalities
Watching and 
Commenting

True Creative Essence
Total Immersion Reading 

“Your” Story

“I Thoughts”

Or here?

Here ...

Here ...



Ultimate Freedom is about being 
in a Truthful relationship ...

With all appearances ...



Repeated for emphasis ...



Ultimate Freedom is about being 
in a Truthful relationship ...

With all appearances ...



When The “Experience” 
Of Ultimate Freedom has 
been fully Awakened ...



Everything is Perceived 
through the “lens” of Truth

Even the stuff “you” always 
judged, hated, fought against, 
wanted to go away, etc.

Truth

If some or all of it continues 
to appear (and it may not)



Everything is Perceived 
through that lens ...

All the time, not just for 
a blip or a second …



Where 
you are 
now

The consistent 
Experience of 
Ultimate Freedom

Techniques and practices 
will not help you



If you’re like I was ...

There’s an automatic reflex and 
hunger in you for …

Something to DO to “make it 
happen” now …



“You” can’t “do” this …

“You” can’t make it happen, 
speed it up, or shortcut it …



How could “that” do it?

Who and what are “you”?



“You” can’t make anything 
happen in a novel you’re 
reading ...



All you can do is turn the pages



Same thing in “your” story …

Except …



True Creative Essence writes them …

True Creative Essence turns them …

True Creative Essence Reads them …

Not “you” …

While pages will be turned and Total 
Immersion Read in “your” story ...





Awakening Ultimate Freedom





But if a character appearing in Inner 
Space seems to insist on …

Playing with the illusion of having 
something to do ...

You may see something like this 
appearing to be done by “you”...



1. Watching what appears in Inner Space … 

2. Watching how it appears … 

3. Reminding yourself Total Immersion Reading is 
happening all the time … 

4. No matter how things may appear … 

5. Being The Total Immersion Reader is not a “place” to 
get to … 

6. Or a State Of Consciousness to “arrive” at someday …



The Following May Also Appear ...
• Have “I” stepped into the appearances? 

• If so, “you” may appear to step out of them 

• The Inner Space Focus Point may appear to fluctuate a lot 
between appearances and The Reader 

• You may find yourself waiting for pure, raw experience to 
separate from stories ... 

• Being frustrated if it doesn’t .. 

• And excited when it does … 

• Since The Truth is being Seen ...



• True Creative Essence may turn Inner Space appearances upside 
down, backwards, spin them, zoom and un-zoom them, etc., to 
reveal their True nature 

• True Creative Essence may stop, start, rewind, or fast forward 
video thought appearances to reveal The Truth about them 

• You might see crazy, “distorted” things appearing in Story Space 

• You may find yourself using “transformational vocabulary” from 
time to time ... 

•… talking about your story in the third person, which 
can appear to be very useful and enjoyable

The Following May Appear ...



These are not techniques …

And they have no cause and 
effect power …

But they may appear ...



Where you 
are now

The consistent 
Experience of 
Ultimate Freedom

Expect appearances to repeat



What I mean by “repeat” ...
• The same thing may appear over and over … 

• In Inner Space … 

• Or Story Space … 

• Something that used to be a BIG problem for you … 

• Until it appears repeatedly and is ... 

•Experienced ... 

• As The Total Immersion Reader … 

•Consistently



That happened to “me” 
a zillion times ...





Small “victories” may be 
celebrated!

But Mind Machine impatience for 
Big Results often obscures it …



•If there’s a struggle with money, those story scenes 
are about a unique character struggling with money 
in a unique way ... 

• If there’s a struggle with career, those story scenes 
are about a unique character struggling with career in 
a unique way ... 

• If there’s a struggle with the body, those story scenes 
are about a unique character struggling with the body 
in a unique way …



And the opportunity to Experience all 
the thoughts, feelings, and sensations 
those unique scenes make possible …



•If there’s a struggle with relationships, those scenes 
are about a unique character struggling with 
relationships in a unique way  ... 

• If there’s a struggle with emotions, those scenes are 
about a unique character struggling with emotions 
in a unique way ... 

• If there’s a struggle with Ultimate Freedom not 
Awakening fast enough, those scenes are about a 
unique character struggling with Ultimate Freedom 
Awakening …



And the opportunity to Experience all 
the thoughts, feelings, and sensations 
those unique scenes make possible …



True Creative Essence could have 
written anything for “your” story ...

Whatever appears is what TCE chose 
to write ... 

Out of infinite possibilities!





That’s far more profound than 
you may realize right now ...



From “Way Of The Peaceful Warrior”
He’s A Gymnast Seeking An Olympic Gold Medal ...



Wu Hsin Exercise 1

•Copy each quote by hand from the handout to your 
notebook …

•See and Feel the words and energy behind them

•Pay attention to any aha’s or insights that appear …



You have the night 
off tonight …

Enjoy!



End Of 
Day 4



Closed Eye Support For Today ...


